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We believe that application performance
management should be automatic
Plumbr is a Java performance monitoring solution that tells you
step-by-step how to fix your application, often before it even breaks. It
is the only solution that automatically detects the root causes of Java
performance issues by interpreting application performance data.
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Plumbr is a Java performance monitoring solution for system admins and developers that
monitors memory usage, Garbage Collection inefficiencies and thread activity. Its biggest
value lies in automatic root cause detection.
For system admins Plumbr eliminates the need to manually troubleshoot incidents that
impact end-users. Plumbr automatically traces down the actual root cause in the source
code or configuration and groups together incidents with the same root cause.
For developers Plumbr saves them from the unknown. It is the only solution that
automatically discovers root causes of Java performance issues when they happen and
gives complete information for fixing them.
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Plumbr offers value for small startups and big public companies from different industries.
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